Herb Bergamini
December 11, 2020 6:28pm (email)
Hello Dale,
I am the recipient of a postal notification recently sent out in the Wallingford neighborhood
regarding the intersection of Stoneway N and N 45th St.
My questions/concerns are regarding the current construction site immediately to the South from
the 1215 N 45th St site (the former Big Wheel Auto Parts.) Presumably this site has contaminated
soils, being downslope (down stream?) from the former gas stations
What are the boundaries of the pollution plume from the former service stations? Was/is there
contamination of the current hole/building site immediately to the South of 1215 N 45th St? Is this
also being addressed?
If it would be better to attend one of the online meetings for the public to raise these questions I can
certainly go that route. Please let me know your thoughts when you get a chance.
Best regards,
Herb Bergamini
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Thank you Mr. Herb Bergamini for your question:

·       I am the recipient of a postal notification recently sent out in the Wallingford
neighborhood regarding the intersection of Stoneway N and N 45th St.
·       My questions/concerns are regarding the current construction site immediately to the
South from the 1215 N 45th St site (the former Big Wheel Auto Parts.) Presumably
this site has contaminated soils, being downslope (down stream?) from the former gas
stations
·       What are the boundaries of the pollution plume from the former service stations?
Was/is there contamination of the current hole/building site immediately to the South
of 1215 N 45th St? Is this also being addressed?
·       If it would be better to attend one of the online meetings for the public to raise these
questions I can certainly go that route. Please let me know your thoughts when you get
a chance.
·       Best regards,
·       Herb Bergamini
Ecology response

·       The boundaries of the downstream contaminate plume are unknown at this time
·       It is also unknown if contamination has come to be located at the former Big Wheel
Auto Parts
·       This investigation will be conducted under the Agreed Order during the Remedial
Investigation
·       You may attend one of the online meetings for the public to raise these questions if you
wish, the answer will be the same as above

Ecology will reply to all comments at the end of the public comment period. Your response has been
logged into our online comment tracking system.
If you would like to learn more about this site, please join us at our upcoming online public
meetings:
Tuesday, December 15, 2020 (6:00pm-7:00pm)
Thursday, December 17, 2020 (9:30am-10:30am)
You can register for our meetings on our Chevron 209335 site webpage
(https://apps.ecology.wa.gov/gsp/Sitepage.aspx?csid=6537).

Respectfully
Dale Myers
Department of Ecology
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